1. AM-BOSS – 100%
Australian Owned and
Made. Located in Sunshine
North, Victoria.
2. AM-BOSS into Tile Grid
Suspended Ceiling.
3. AM-BOSS “Access-Boss”
commercial series with
secondary ladder and
Telescopic Stanchions.
4. AM-BOSS “Access-Boss”
domestic series.
5. AM-BOSS “Access-Boss”
commercial series to suit
5m ceiling height. Complete
with 2 x Full-length
Handrails.
6. AM-BOSS “Access-Boss”
domestic series with
Standard Handrail.
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AM-BOSS Access Ladders make storage easy

Common storage problems can easily be solved with the installation of an AM-BOSS

In a commercial environment, AM-BOSS caters for OH&S requirements by

ceiling access ladder. Everyone has things they need to keep and store – or just

manufacturing to suit. Modular ladder systems are cut to size to suit vertical

can’t bear to throw out – that can contribute to clutter and take up valuable space

heights. These may not comply to Australian Standards due to irregular step

in the home. An AM-BOSS ceiling ladder opens up a lot of extra space that allows

spacing. AM-BOSS does not supply Modular systems as they manufacture to suit

those extra possessions to be stored conveniently and neatly out of sight. Ceiling

each individual environment.

space is often an untapped storage resource that costs just a fraction of the price of

AM-BOSS ladders are also very easy to install. They come fully assembled,

most other storage solutions and can be easily accessed with an AM-BOSS ladder.

complete with fitted architrave, dust and draft sealing strips, counter balancing and

Easy access to the ceiling cavity is also useful for maintenance purposes in relation

a simple height adjusting mechanism to eliminate the need for cutting the ladder to

to air conditioning, heating ducts electrical wiring and pest control. In this way, AM-

length. Installation can be done by one person as fixing clips will hold the unit in

BOSS is great for both domestic and commercial applications.

place once pushed into your chosen ceiling opening. Each ladder also comes with

AM-BOSS has a range of models to suit ceiling heights from 2000mm to
5500mm. The Access-Boss has a standard 400mm ladder width, and the

a comprehensive installation guide. In a domestic setting, the ladder is guaranteed
Big-

for 20 years.

Boss caters for those who want a larger ladder, at 500mm wide. The Heavy Duty
series is rated at 400kg at any given point, whille all other ladders are rated at
150kg at any given point. Aesthetically, these ladders can blend into the ceiling with
little intrusion. There are no visible hinges or screws, and the hatch can be painted
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to blend with the existing ceiling colour.
AM-BOSS ladders are a safe option as they comply with the Building Code of
Australia and are CodeMark Certified. AM-BOSS ladders have been manufactured in

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Australia since 1979 with high quality construction as the utmost imperative – a

AM-BOSS Access Laders PTY LTD

reliable and robust alternative to those shaky step ladders. AM-BOSS ladders are

11-13 Maida Avenue, North Sunshine VIC 3020

constructed in welded aluminium, and all steel parts including springs are zinc-

w: www.ambossaccessladder.com.au

plated. The ladders are mounted in a way that allows clearance between the steps
and ceiling hatch for safer footing.
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t: 03 9310 8788
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e: amboss1@bigpond.com

